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Sixty-fourth year

Tuesday, April 16, 1985

Spring Weekend A Hit
By Randy Copeland
Spring Weekend took off with
a bang Saturday as ARA/Slater
dining services sponsored a Chili
contest on Stubbs Mall. Many of
the fraternities, sororities, and
organizations on campus fought
in competition for the best chili.
The title was won by Delta
Sigma Pi, the business fraternity,
followed by Alpha Siqma Alpha
sorority and Alpha Chi Rho
finishing second and third,
respectively. One of the more
talked about recipes was from
the social fraternity. Delta Sigma
Phi, who came through with a
very spicy chili that demanded
accompaniment of one's favorite
beverage. An added feature to
the occasion was the mob of
purse carrying prospective
students who swarmed the
campus to sample a taste of
college life.
In the evening, the Student
Union was host to Washington's
DC/101
radio
D.J.
"The
Greaseman" and the Adam
Smasher Band.
The band
played many of the newest rock
songs, while "The Greaseman"

did some stand-up comedy and
several "off color" jokes about
the college and Farmville in
general.
While everyone at the outdoor
mixer on Her Field seemed to
enjoy the entertainers, apparently
complaints
from
townspeople forced the band to
shut down early. In response to
the
complaints,
'The
Greaseman" dedicated and sang
"Thank God I'm a Redneck" to
the nearby community. To end
the evening, the band distributed
DC/101 "Brew Caps" and Tshirts. When asked about the
possibility of returning next year,
the band's lead guitarist replied,
"I don't think so—we caught a
lot of crap from the cops."
Although Ms. Mable. who
monitored the S-UN cash box,
made
the remark,
"We'll
probably lose (money) on this",
some 1300 students seemed to
enjoy the festivities. The only
pleasant event left for the year is
graduation
for some,
and
summer vacation for others.
Regardless. Spring Weekend
was a success and an unusually
fun experience for everyone.

over such other nominees as E.
L. Doctorow and John McPhee.
The Dos Passos Prize commemorates the life and work of
John Dos Passos, author of USA
and peer and contemporary of
Faulkner,
Hemingway, and
Fitzgerald. The recipient is
selected by an independent jury
"charged especially to seek out
American creative writers whose
work demonstrates an intense
and original exploration of
specifically American themes; an
experimental tone; or writing in
a wide variety of literary forms."
All
of
these
qualities
characterize the work of Tom
Wolfe. With the publication of
The KandyColored Tangerine
Flake Streamline Baby in 1965,
Wolfe inaugurated a series of
volumes of brilliant reportage on
American life that continued
through The New Journalism
and The Painted Word, and
culminated in 1979 with The
Right Stuff.
Along the way, he has ex-
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Keg Dispute Arouses Students
By Frank Raio
On Tuesday, April 9, the
Alcohol Task Force met, as
usual, to discuss the alcohol
situation at Longwood College.
The
meeting
last
week,
however, was very different than
those in the past. The student
body had learned that the
committee was discussing the
possibility of outlawing kegs in
residence halls. As a result, the
Prince Edward Room meeting
site was packed full of students
who wanted to have some input
in the decision.
The student body became
aware of the danger to kegs
because of actions taken by the
Student
Government
Association Executive Committee. Freshman class president
Mike Clements, a member of the
SGA Senate and the Alcohol
Task Force,
informed the
student group of the fact that the
Task Force was considering
prohibiting kegs in dorms. The
Executive Committee then made
the decision to print and

Wolfe To Receive Dos Passos Prize
Longwood College has announced the award of the 1984
John Dos Passos Prize for
Literature to Tom Wolfe.
Wolfe is the author of 10
widely-acclaimed books on
modern American life, including
The Right Stuff, a study of the
American astronauts that was
the basis for the Oscar-winning
film.
The Dos Passos Prize, which
includes a $1,000 cash award
and a medal for high literary
achievement, will be presented
to Tom Wolfe on Wednesday,
April 17, at 8 p.m. in Wygal
Auditorium on the Longwood
campus. Following the award
ceremony, Wolfe will read from
his recent work. The ceremony
and reading are open to the
public at no charge.
Wolfe is the fifth writer to win
the Dos Passos Prize since its
founding at Longwood in 1980.
Other winners have included
novelists Doris Betts and Robert
Stone, who also served on the
jury that this year chose Wolfe

Longwood College
Farmville, Virginia

plored the lives of artists and
architects,
radicals
and
socialities, stock car drivers and
fighter pilots. His Electric KoolAid Acid Test is widely considered the best account of
sixties counter-culture.

He has recently broadened his
range to include fiction, with his
first novel, The Bonfire of the
Vanities,
currently
being
published in Rolling Stone.
From the beginning Wolfe's
writing has, in the words of the
prize citation, displayed "a wide
range of subjects, a linguistic
inventiveness, and a skeptical
devotion to the most telling
details of our national life"
Wolfe is the nephew of the
late Frances Roberdeau Wolfe,
of Richmond, a Longwood
College alumna. By means of a
bequest to her alma mater, Miss
Wolfe established a scholarship
endowment that provides
funding for eight Longwood
Scholars.

distribute flyers to alarm students
into action. The flyers, combined
with announcements at fraternity
and
sorority
meetings,
precipitated the very large
student turnout. SGA President

attended were armed with many
arguments for continuing to
allow pony-kegs in residence
halls with the permission of a
Residence
Education Coordinator.

Students discuss Keg plan with Administrator Barb Gorski and
others.
Garth Wentzel said, "I was
The result of the meeting,
working the elections in the New which one student called "the
Smoker and went over to the
largest gathering of students at
Prince Edward Room to see how
which there was not a keg,"
it was going; it was so full, I
remains to be seen, but Mike
could not get in."
Clements said afterwards that
Although the meeting oc"... the committee has decided
casionally took an ugly turn (at to re-evaluate the problem with
times it seemed like a lynching
alcohol and
the possible
mob going after task force chair
solutions." Clements, who is
(Continued on Page 2)
Barb Gorski), the students who

Genet's Balcony To Run
The Balcony, Jean Genet's
best-known play,
will be
presented by the Longwood
Players
on
Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
evenings, April 17-20, in Jarman Auditorium. Curtain time is
8 o'clock each night.
The play's action takes place
in a bizarre "house of illusion"
that caters to refined sensibilities
and peculiar tastes. Here men
from all walks of life don the garb
of their fantasies and act them
out: a man from the gas company wears the robe and mitre of
a bishop, another customer
becomes a flagellant judge, and
still another a victorious general.
These costumed diversions
take place while outside a
revolution rages which has
isolated their "house" from the

rest of the rebel-controlled city.
In a stunning series of
macabre, climatic scenes, Genet
presents his caustic view of man
and society,
Robert Brustein, writing in
The New Republic, stated that
"The Balcony Is probably the
most stunning subversive work
of literature to be created since
the writings of the famous
Marquis... a major dramatic
achievement." The play was
written in 1956
Dr
Patton
Lockwood is
directing the play. Scenography
is by Moffatt Evans, and costume
design by Jerry Dagenhart
Admission
is
free
to
Longwood students with ID.,
and general admission to the

public is $3 50
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us; perhaps our esteemed President will be the first
Administration visionary. Perhaps she will be the first to
strap on those Empowering Inversion Boots! Yes! If we
are indeed the Commonwealth's Number One BeerDrinking School, let us rejoice! We can drink more! /
HAVE A DREAM
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the cynic...
The Cynic. An appropriate head for this
newspaper column perhaps ... indeed The Rotunda is a
paper which has created more havoc, more outrage,
more interest with negative editorial comment than it
could have with countless reams of praise or collegetype news. I believe that cynicism has provided
motivation for students at times, though they may have
been motivated only to think. Frequently, that is a
positive, if rare, outcome in itself. Apathy at Longwood
is a steadfast occupation of students here, and we are
rarely moved to action unless we are truly outraged.
Threats to our drinking "privileges" provide a case-inpoint.
When students heard of the possibilities of losing
kegs-on-campus, they were put to action. Phone calls
were made, posters were printed, T-shirts appeared.
Longwood students came out to—gasp!—voice their
opinions. And changes were made as views were heard;
the plan to remove kegs from campus is likely to be
thrown out-as is this very editorial.
Of course we defend our kegs! Let every man and
woman have their keg, I say! We come here not to
study, not to learn (are you kidding?); we come here to
drink, to take inversion bong hits, to celebrate
debauchery at its zenith. Let none among us deny it.
When the administration realizes this Final Truth, they
will take pride in our drinking! They will celebrate with

t.olagftPrmi

CWCKENS \jbfftfG- fOR A TURKEY"

Perhaps I have been somewhat extreme; do I ask
too much? I fear the worst. We have already reached
our apex as rising drinkers... if two thousand students
can be cowed into changing their clothes for a day
because a lowly newspaper editor wanted a laugh or
two (among other, equally important reasons), they
must be drinking to their fullest capacities. If a student
newspaper staff can print a cow on the front page and
receive written response in the form of one letter from
four concerned students, Longwood students have
achieved the devout lethargy of strong drinkers. I
commend you. Go, then, and drink some more.
Allow me to break from this praise... I submit that
the cynicism of this editorial page has been extreme. It
also has been needed and will continue to be so.
Sometimes I really think it has motivated some change.
Mostly, though, I seriously doubt it. Supply and
demand perhaps, necessitates the cynic or... maybe...
well, you think about it.
I'm off to have a Scotch and Soda.

--MJA

Keg Dispute
(Continued from Page 1)

credited with the large student
turnout, went on to say, "1 really
appreciated the attendance and
feel that such motivation by the
students is all that it will take for
us to have more input into

making
campus
policy."
Wentzel was also pleased, "I
think the turnout was great;
however. I wish people would
react this way to more important
issues such as academics,
student
rights,
the judicial
process and even elections."

Against Kegs in Dorms
•There is an alcohol problem at Longwood College. According to a
survey by a beer distributer, Longwood consumes more beer per
capita than any other college town in Virginia.
•Studies show that there is much pressure to "finish the keg" once
it is tapped. This pressure does not occur with six packs which can
be saved for another time.
•The Dean of Students office has been approached by students
who have voiced concern about kegs in residence halls and the
subsequent havoc that keg parties create.
•Kegs would be allowed in a few designated areas such as the
lower dining hall and the ABC room.
For Kegs in Dorms
•Students will find places off-campus to have kegs (the
Fairgrounds, Wilkes Lake, private homes of students), as they have
with grain alcohol. At least two accidents and one DWI have occurred this year following such off-campus parties. More drunks
will be on the roads of Farmville. Deaths will result.
•Is the beer distributor survey (which credits Longwood with a high
drinking rate) done on a regional basis and does it include Hamp
den-Sydney and the citizens of Farmville?
•R As, barely able to deal with the huge demands put upon them
already with unenforcible regulations, like visitation, will have yet
another burden put upon them. Just as illegal visitation occurs on a
large scale, illegal kegs will be rolling in back doors everywhere.
Instating unenforcible rules will lead to less adherence to the more
valid standing rules.
•The "No Keg Rule" discriminates against GDIs, who party in
smaller groups and will not be able to compete against large
organizations like Greeks and SUN for lower dining hall privileges.
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Your Turn

Wentzel Speaks Out

Longwood Parking Blues
To the Editor:
I feel there is a great need to
bring a certain problem to the
attention of The Rotunda. The
wheel-locks have put many of us
in awkward situations. It seems
the campus police have found a
sure fire way to force us to pay
our tickets. As you have
probably guessed I was given a
dreaded wheel-lock. I know
you're thinking; If you paid your
bills you wouldn't have this
problem. This is where the
source of my problem is Last
semester I was given three
tickets. One ticket was for
parking in the circle of South
Tabb on a Thursday night. On
Friday morning the faculty was
minus one space in the circle, so
I was given a ticket. I deserved
that one. My next two tickets
were for inhibiting the visitor

space in Lancer parking lot. The
campus police have never had a
solid rule for parking in these
spaces. If you ask them and they
say no resident students can
park there, then ask them why,
since the situation has become
worse, they now allow parking in
this place for resident students.
Last week I paid $42 for parking
in a place that people have been
allowed to park in.
I went to the campus police.
They said that they could not
distribute these tickets in a day
because they might be put on
another call. So I decided to see
what was done in one week.
This would allow them plenty of
time to make their rounds. I
specifically watched a green
ventura pontiac in the space that
I was given a ticket. One week
went by and the ventura sat in

the same space ticketless. I was
enraged; I went to see the Dean
and Director of Student Services. The Dean told me to pay
my bills and wouldn't offer any
more advice. The Director of
Student Services could not help
me but admitted that there was a
problem.
Would you please get some
answers for me. I know I'm not
the only one who has been done
wrong. I didn't want to pay these
tickets because people park
there now. Would you show me
where the campus police have
written down that policy on
spaces has changed? If they
don't have any answers then
Longwood College owes me 42
needed dollars.
Respectfully,
Jeffrey Ken* Fleming

Freedom of Choice Supported
To the Editor:
Last week The Rotunda
printed a passage concerning
Gay Awareness Week. The
Rotunda then asked the student
body to show their support of the
awareness week by wearing blue
jeans last Wednesday.
I paid heed to both this
challenge, and I write to express
my ideas about Gay Awareness
Week. I interpreted the passage
thus: If you support the
awareness of homosexuality,
simply wear your Levi's on
Wednesday. I interpreted it
vertabin. Many did not. It seems
to be apparent that many people
thouqht that by wearinq blue
jeans, it was a statement of your
own sexual preference. It was
not. For me, choosing to wear
my jeans on that day last week
meant that I support Gay Rights
and the freedom of choice made
by some concerning their
sexuality.
Freedom of choice. Pro
choice. Where have you heard
that before? Abortion is also an
issue that is quite controversial in
today's society, so is the drinking
age. Aren't they choices also?
And the issue of Gay Rights, is it
moral to deny anyone rights? If
we are to deny the rights of
homosexuals, why not also
abolish the rights of Blacks,
women, the elderly and the

handicapped. Let's do away
with all the people that aren't
pleasing to our society. We can
create a perfect society in which
everyone has blond hair and
blue eyes. . .Doesn't that sound
familiar?
I would also like to state here
that I will not let anyone dictate
to me what kind of clothing I will
or will not wear, but I can't. I
wore my jeans when it would
have been very easy for me to
conform and not have worn
them. 1 did let that passage
influence my clothing choice,
obviously quite different from
the majority of the campus.
Blue jeans are a common
denominator of clothing, so to
speak. Everybody wears them,
usually. For those of you that
chose not to wear jeans last
Wednesday, I respect your
decision; as I hope you respect
my decision and that of a
handful of others to wear them. I
would like to ask you why you
went out of your way to dress
differently than you normally
do? Were you afraid of being
labeled, or ostrasized because of
it? Or did you think that by
wearing jeans you would be
thought gay yourself? Did you
think that you would be talked
about and whispered about
behind your back? Do you deny
a different side of life? If you

GROUND LEVEL
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have a positive reply to each of
the above questions, then I beg
you to discover your own
identify and search out what you
really believe in. Did you abstain
from denim because your friends
did? Or do you feel that
homosexuality is a sin and
something to be denied?
Maybe homosexuality is a sin,
but that is for God to decide.
You can't run and hide from the
undesirable. Also considered
sins by some people in our
society are drinking, taking
drugs, lying, cursing, and God
forbid- cheating. Please close
your eyes, because none of this
occurs at Longwood.
I ask you now, don't be afraid
to stand up and speak out for
ideas you believe in, or support,
for that is part of your individuality, your personal
uniqueness. Don't conform to
other's ideas and beliefs out of
peer pressure. Your friends are
not authorities on right and
wrong, neither is this article. This
is simply a culmination of my
thoughts and ideas, something
for you to think about the next
time you decide who is sinning
and who is not. One final
comment: let those among us
that are without sin, cast the first
stone.
Jenny Johnson
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To the Editor:
Just wanna say one word to
ya Jeff, conformity! Conformity
at Longwood seems to be at an
all time high.
Some people might think I am
a hypocrite because I happen to
be in the Army. However, we
call it uniformity in the service.
Uniformity is necessary in the
military because of the discipline
needed to survive and win in a
military engagement.
In the present day civilian
world we conform for different
reasons. Some conform to ads
on TV and in the papers and
magazines; others to how their
friends feel about them, and still
others to the many religious sects
we have in the world.
On April 10, 1985 The
Rotunda asked people who
support
gays
and
Gay
Awareness Week to wear blue
jeans. I heard so many people
say they were not going to wear
them that I decided to wear them
just for the hell of it. The reaction
I got was terrific. Even though
my friends know I feel gays have
two basic rights, the right to pay
taxes, and the right to die. I must
have been called a queer 40 or

Radio Graffiti
To the Editor:
It seems the radio station is
finally able to start reaching their
goals. Their goals were to
develop a listening audience,
interview guest speakers, and
most of all gain respect campuswide. First they really need to
make some changes in their
advertising policy. Do them a big
favor, offer them a discount for
an ad in your paper. Maybe we
won't have so much graffiti
polluting the campus. Then they
might be able to gain campuswide respect.
J. K. Fleming

%

50 times.

Out of the nearly 3000
students who go here, I estimate
that only 20 or 30 students were
wearing jeans on Wednesday.
Those students whom I knew
were wearing blue jeans, were
wearing them to show their
individuality. The others might
have been off campus students
or they may have supported gay
rights.
I would like to ask the students
of Longwood to start thinking for
themselves. One must look at all
sides of an issue before making
judgment upon it. Oh, and by
the way Sidd Finch, the Mets
new pitcher was traded to the
Orioles for Cal Ripkin Jr., Eddie
Murray and future unnamed
draft picks.
Garth F. Wentzel
Editor's Note: Garth, I am
heartened that our Student
Government President shows
such
support
for
nonconformity. However, it is
unfortunate that you have such a
narrow attitude towards a
minority which exists here as
does any other. Student
leadership?

You Cau ht Us!

9

To the Editor:
Get an education if you expect students to unscramble the
26 letters on page 3 of this
week's Rotunda. You need to
print 26 not 25 and add on "M"
and a "Y" instead of 2 "B's". Get
a clue Abernathy. Get a proof
reader.
A Frustrated Reader
Editor's Note: You've done it!
You, mysterious reader, uncovered our ploy first among the
hundreds of responses we've
received. Please come forward
to claim your prize which awaits
you in The Rotunda offices. We
should also mention Second
Place Contestant Frodo York,
who missed the mark by a single
letter, claiming we'd printed two
'Z's (ZZ ..). Congratulations!

The Waterworks Players

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

will hold auditions for their next production.

Ten Nights in a Barroom
on Sunday & Monday, Apr. 21 & 22
The Melodrama will run May 16 -18 at the
Olde Mill

Call 392-8508
tor times of and directions to the
auditions

;
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My Favorite Pick-Up Lines

Ethiopian Student Attending Longwood
By Kent Booty
Mulu Teferra was in his dorm
room when he first saw the
haunting images on television.
The pictures of starving
people in his native Ethiopia—
now so familiar to the world—
were a shocking revelation when
Teferra viewed them on an
evening news program last fall.
"I knew there was a drought in
Ethiopia," he said recently, "but
I didn't know how bad it was.
When I turned on the TV and
saw the news, I couldn't believe
it. I cried."
Teferra, a freshman chemistry
major, came to the United States
18 months ago. He lives with a
brother in Arlington. After
studying English at Georgetown
University for a year, he enrolled
at Longwood last fall.
The 20-year-old student, who
is here on a visa, was born and
reared in Tigray, a province in
northern Ethiopia. Tigray and
Eritrea, a neighboring province,
are among the areas hardest hit
by the drought which has
spurred an international relief
effort. Both provinces are
partially controlled by antigovernment rebels, and critics
charge that the Marxist
government is attempting to
starve its opponents there.
"The government controls the
cities but not the countryside,"
he said. "People in Addis Ababa«
(the capital) know less about the
famine than people in the United*
States do, because the news
media is controlled by the
government. I'm glad I came
here. Now I know how much the
American government and
people in this country have
helped Ethiopia."
The U.S. and European
nations also provided relief aid
when the east African nation
suffered a famine in 1973. That
famine killed about 100,000
people, toppled the longtime
government of Emperior Haile
Selassie, and led to the
establishment of a pro-Soviet
regime.
After attending school in his
hometown, Axum, through the
ninth grade, Teferra moved to
Addis Ababa and lived with
three of his brothers. During his
four-year stay, he finished high
school.
His father, a landowning
farmer, lost his land in the
revolution. Teferra receives
letters from his brothers in Addis
Ababa, but he has had no
contact with his other brothers
and sisters, who still live in
Tigray, since leaving Ethiopia
He is from northern Tigray,
which hasn't suffered from the
drought as has the southern part
of the province and other
regions.
Although
Ethiopia
has

received the most attention, two
vast belts of drought have swept
across Africa, threatening the
people of as many as 30 nations.
For example, Chad and
Mozambique, which also are
embroiled in civil wars, are
suffering through a drought as
serious, if not more so, than
Ethiopia's. Africa's drought is
compounded
by
other
problems—civil war, growing
populations, abuse of the land,
mismanagement and corruption,
according
to
Newsweek
magazine. More than 150
million people on the continent
are threatened by starvation.
In Ethiopia, at least 300.000
have died, a million more people
may be at risk, and as many as
six million face food shortages.
More than 40 percent of the
nation's
people
are
malnourished and more than
two million have left their homes
in search of food. The relief
effort is hampered by the civil
war. a shortage of trucks, and

Mulu Teferra

^

the canyons and mountains that
dot the landscape. Half of
Ethopia's people live a two-day
walk from the nearest road.
"If the people had produced
more crops during the rainy
season, we wouldn't have this
famine," said Telferra. Since
more than 90 percent of the
people
are
engaged
in
agriculture, there is nothing to
fall back on during times like this,
he added.
Critics claim that Ethiopia's
agricultural economy, which is
patterned after the Soviet
Union's state-run collective
farms, is inefficient and unproductive.
Telferra thinks a "longterm
solution." involving substantial
assistance from the U.S. and
Europe, is needed to develop
Africa's agriculture. "They
shouldn't help just when the
people are hungry, but also
before it happens." Still, he is
grateful to the U.S. government
and the organizations and
people who have provided
assistance.
The famine first attracted
headlines around the world last
October when the British
Broadcasting
Corporation
televised and distributed film of
dying babies and corpses.
Overnight, foreign governments,
relief agencies and individuals
began sending money and
supplies. Fortunately, it has
rained in Ethiopia and a crop is
expected by May. according to
recent news accounts.
"Sometimes I feel guilty when
I eat my lunch or dinner," said
Telferra, who plans to become a
pharmacist or attend engineering
school. "I think, 'Why am I, an
Ethiopian, eating when they
have so little?' I know that I must
eat, but still, sometimes I feel
guilty."

^r^%^%
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Journalists
Attend Conference

Raio Named Editor

In an effort to keep our
readers informed through the
most modern and up-to-date
methods the Rotunda staff
traveled to Columbia, South
Carolina this weekend, to attend
the Investigative Reporters and
Editors Conference, held at the
Carolina Inn.
The conference featured
nationally renowned reporters
and editors lecturing on a diverse
range of pertinent journalistic
topics, including talks on Ethics.
Sources, Crime, Administrative
Injustice, and the Law. The
lectures were highlighted with
special guest lectures by Jim
Polk and Mike Grimm, both
Pulitzer prize winners.
Along with the members of
The Rotunda, other journalists
and future editors were also
present at the conference
representing various other
colleges and organizations
throughout the Southern United
States.

The Publications Board has
announced that Frank Raio. CoManaging Editor of The
Rotunda, will be Editor-in-Chief
of the Longwood student
newspaper for the 1984-85
term.
Raio has served on The
Rotunda staff since August of
1984. when he transferred to
Longwood from George Mason
University. A junior majoring in
Government, he is a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and
a Judicial Board member.
"Gee whiz." Raio was quoted
as saying in a press conference in
Orange, Virginia yesterday.

Delta Sigma Pi is sponsoring a
paper drive this Spring. The
papers are being collected in the
basement of Cox All students
that receive newspapers are
asked to participate. If there is a
problem getting the papers to
Cox, contact any brother of
Delta Sigma Pi for help.

Want to lose these stubborn
unwanted pounds and inches
quickly and easily while feeling
great doing it. Also a chance in
a lifetime to make as much
money as you have ever
dreamed. For more information call John at 3928374. You will be glad you did.

Sunny's
Cafe now
accepting applications
for now, this summer,
and next fall.

118 W. THIRD

VIRGINIA
392-6755
HOURS: Monday-Wednesday 7 am - 2:30 pm
Thursday-Saturday 7 am - 9 pm
BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY
THURSDAY NIGHT "ALL YOU CAN EAT"
SPAGHETTI WITH SALAD BAR...$3.75
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
FRESH SEAFOOD

392-6825
Farmville Shopping Center

LARGE CALIFORNIA SALAD
Crisp lettuce, carrots,
broccoli, cukes,
tomatoes, celery, green peppers, fresh
mushrooms, ham, and grated cheese topped
with alfalfa sprouts, sunflower seeds, and your
choice of homemade dressing.
Only

$
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Journalism Conference Experience Recorded
NBC. I.RE.
Travel Loq

Conference

By Eric T. Houseknecht
and The Rotunda Staff
3 p.m. Friday, April 12,
1985: It's time to leave for South
Carolina and an exciting, informative weekend of journalistic hob-nobbing with
Pulitzer Prize winners, television
newscasters, and professional
clowns. The guys are all huddled
around the state-car saying
"where's Lori?" (is that all they
can ever say?). After her arrival,
our sojourn commences and
with six of us in a Reliant-K, I
can't help but be reminded that
I'm not feeling well, although for
the life of me I can't remember
what I did last night.
4 p.m.: We're out at Hampden-Sydney now and I can't
quite figure out if our difficulty in
getting on the road lies in our
navigational shortcomings or our
affinity for tomato juice.
5:30 p.m.: Making uncanny
time (Pablo swears he's driving
55), we've just crossed into
North Carolina. The group
decides it's a good time to pull
over and familiarize ourselves
with local flora and fauna, in an
effort to relieve building internal
pressure.
7 p.m.: We're making an
unanticipated stop in Randolph
County as local tour director,
L.W. Brumley. discussed with us
our journey, politely posed for
snapshots, and enhanced our
understanding of local traveling
customs.
9 p.m.: Rolling into Charlotte
after hours of non-stop bickering
over musical preferences, Frank
Sinatra blares from the tape deck
finally victorious over the
Grateful Dead and Rick
Springfield. The car stops but the
arguments keep on rolling, as
where to eat becomes the topic
of the next in a series of heated
debates. Those of us who didn't

wear cut-off shorts are vying for
the seafood buffet at the local
Marriott (which looks pretty
swanky after all the repeat
performances of Frito Pie in the
past two weeks). Unfortunately
we're out-numbered and are
forced to settle for burgers and
chili in a bar where the only thing
nastier than the restrooms are
the waitresses.
12 Midnight: We've arrived,
and not a moment too soon.
After spending the latter part of
an hour walking through
Charlotte and conversing with
the likes of Ronald, an aspiring
chemical engineer who plans to
defect to New Zealand (swear to
God), I can safely say that
Farmville doesn't have the
monopoly on weirdness that
most of you think it does.
I've just spent my last ninety

minutes crammed in a car
playing mental tic-tac-toe and
other intellectually taxing games
with various members of the
staff. Another tape of sixties
music has just recently been
replace by the upbeat Motown
sound of Smokey Robinson and
the Miracles. Mark Holland and
Mick Baker take turns dancing
on the hood of the car in front of
the lobby entrance to the
Carolina Inn. The bell-hops
don't seem to find us very
amusing and as our luggage is
unloaded, they continually turn
down the volume on the box. If
that isn't enough, they leave us
to park the car ourselves. Apparently this is a hotel where
we're going to be held accountable for our own actions.
What a disappointment.
The Next Day: At breakfast,

Staff members Frank Raio, Eric Houseknecht, Mick Baker, Lori
Foster and Beau-zo at the Carolina Inn, Columbia, S. C.

' lilclosi,,g
Daily Specials

Cafe

^J> ^O
<$s
m

• •fSMW
TUESDAY
^i^i:;«
WEDNESDAY

$2 R5
«Q

Announces

A TALENT CONTEST!

99

Wednesday & Thursday

THURSI)AY

$1.00 OFF LARGE OR 50' OFF MEDIUM
FRIDAY

April 17 and 18 at 8:00 p.m.
$1 95

MEATBALL PAKMIGIANO

SATURDAY
••■

PIZZASTEAK

Parked at 200 E. 3rd
Take Out Service - 392-4500

cmcer

$6.25
.*

MONDAY
ITALIAN HOAGIE W/CHIPS

USACNAW/SALAD-

Food
Prices
Music

(photo by Duke)

5:00PM

w /SALAD*...

We bypass
Charlotte this time and opt to eat
at Wendy's where the extensive,
cosmopolitan menu (not just
burgers but chicken sandwiches
too) inspires us to new intellectual heights and triggers a
countless string of "I'm Thinking
of an Animal" games. Frank
Raio remains steadfast in his
devotion to cynicism. Pablo's
driving is equally consistent in its
eraticism. Lori Foster is foolish
enough to think we'll let her
sleep but only for a moment.
Eventually the K-car stops and
we're back at Longwood where
we started All had survived the
rigors of the road and we
returned with many new stories
to tell. In the immortal words of
my good friend Dr Root, "It
may have been a once-in-alifetime experience, but we'll
probably never do it again."

Studebakers
Family Restaurant

Large Peperoni Pizza
.
DELIVERY ONLY 50<{
?^°a\'$>
*Qr

no one seems to be in a particularly chipper mood after
staying up to all hours the night
before. I attempt to break up the
monotony of our somber
gathering by dropping a slice of
cantaloupe into my lap and
continually knocking my
silverware on the floor. Mr.
Holland now displays his
connoisseurly taste by devouring
his third banana of the trip and
pocketing a fourth for later
consumption. Fortunately, we
soon meet a professional clown
who hangs around us through
lunch and most of the afternoon
distracting most of the attention
from the antics of our staff. The
Conference is great, but I don't
think anything was discussed
that any of you would care
about.
The Way Back: This part of

GOOD

PINO'S PIZZA

SPAGHETTI

the trip seems a lot like the way
there, only backwards.

Come Show Off Your Talent!
$20

°

SUNDAY

$3 2

'

BAKED ZITA W/SALAD*

DINNER SPECIA1

25cKXTKAToGoOMA.

Sign up at the Lancer Cafe or in the
Student Union by April 16
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Super Dance Fights M.D
Some Longwood College
students danced around the
clock, literally, to raise money in
the fight against muscular
dystrophy.
Longwood's annual "Super
Dance," which lasted for 24
hours on March 29-30, raised
slightly more than $2,100, said
Fred Grant, who coordinated
the event. The money will go to
the
Muscular
Dystrophy
Association.
Some 39 Longwood students
began dancing at 6 p.m. on

Friday, March 29, in the lower
dining hall. Approximately 30 of
them were still on their feet at 6
p. m. the following day.
This was the longest Super
Dance ever held at Longwood,
Grant said. None of the previous
events had lasted as long as 24
hours. Last year's dance was 20
hours long.
The most difficult stretch was
from early Saturday morning
until the sun came up, said
several of the dancers.
"The first six hours weren't

Sports Shorts
Softba 1 Stats

RECORD(ll-lO)
BATTING
Player

Hometown

Penny Gough
Tina Roberts
MJ Campbell
Bobbi Shuler
Melinda Stargell
Annette Easterling
Andrea Samsky
Betsy Armstrong
Janet Lee
Lisa Hurst
Julie Biscoe
Haidee Shiflett
Chris LeBel
Julie Rutan

Jetersville
Lawrenceville
Bethlehem, PA
Amherst
Schuyler
Chesterfield
Stafford
Culpeper
Middletown. NJ
Tabb
Richmond
Colonial Hts
Vienna
Fort Defiance

Longwood Totals
Opponent Totals

Lacrosse

G AB R H RBI 2B 3B HR AVG.
17
9
18
20
12
19
13
21
14
17
20
10
13
9

39
18
46
56
26
53
36
59
29
49
41
18
30
21

6
1
16
8
3
18
6
17
7
5
10
4
5
4

13 10 3 0 0 333
6 10 0 0 333
13 8 0 2 0 283
14 15 2 0 0 250
6 3 0 0 0 .231
11
110 0 208
7 6 2 0 0 194
11 3 0 0 0 186
5 2 0 0 0 172
8 3 0 0 0 .163
5 2 10 0 122
2 10 0 0 111
3 10 0 0 100
2 10 0 0 .095

21 521 110 106 57 8 2 0
21 525 98 111 56 5 2 7

203
211

PITCHING STATISTICS

We've got
your basics....

Player
M. J. Campbell
Andrea Samsky
Betsy Armstrong
Julie Rutan
Longwood Totals
Opponent Totals

MEAT&
POTATOES,
For The Whole Family!

APP GS GC W-L IP H R ER BB SQ
12 11 10 6-5 73.6 53 41 20 29
11 8 9 5-4 62.9 50 45 18 19
110 0-1
2.0
7 9 4 2
110 0-0
.31303
25 21 19 11-10 139 111 98 42 53
28 21 17 10-11 142 106 110 28 132

SHO
31 1
16 2
0 0
0 0
47 3
60 4

SA ERA
0 1.90
1 200
0 14 00
0 000
1 2.11
3 1.03

Longwood's women's lacrosse team turned in a win
and a loss last week.
The Lady Lancers beat
Randolph-Macon
16-11
Tuesday with a second half rally.
Saturday on the road, Maryland
Baltimore County raced to an 82 halftime lead and beat
Longwood by a final count of
19-10.
Longwood takes a 4-2 record
into this week's action which
features games at Lynchburg
Wednesday and at Bridgewater
Saturday. The Lady Lancers
wind up the regular season next
Monday when they host Hollins
at 4:00.
Sue Groff scored six goals,
Rala Heinen three and Ellen
Cykowski, Marianna Johnson
and Teresa Alvis two each in
Tuesday's win at RandolphMacon. Goalkeeper Jackie
Smith had 23 saves.
Heinen and Groff scored four

Women's Tennis

GOLDEN\

Rebounding from a 1-4 start,
Longwood's women's tennis
team took its third straight win
last Monday, downing visiting
Virginia Wesleyan 6-3. The
Lady Lancers will take a 4-4
record into this week's match at
Mary Baldwin Tuesday afternoon.
Longwood got singles wins
from Stephanie Peters, Chris
Gureck, Karla Boggs, Diane
Rogers and Heather Gardner
Monday to take a commanding
5-1 lead. Gureck teamed with
Ann Pitzer for a win at No. 2
doubles to give the Lady Lancers
their 6-3 edge
Pitzer has turned in the top
individual mark for the team with
a 7-3 record in singles.

CORRflB
Dancing the night away.

—Complete Take-Out Menu

•Free Banquet Facilities
•Free Drink Refills
OPEN: 11:00 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
SUN. THRU THURS.
ll:OOA.M. TO 11:00 P.M.
FRI. AND SAT.

"Try Our Famous AH-U-Cm-Ut
SALAD BAR
Southgate
Shopping Center
Farmville, Va.

392-9567

that bad, but once 2 a.m. rolled
around, my legs felt like they
were going to fall off," said Jim
Winkler, a junior from Farmville.
"I was ready to fall asleep. But
when the sun came up, it wasn't
so bad—until the last four hours.
They were a killer."
"But it was for a good cause,"
added Winkler, who lasted the
entire 24 hours "I would do it all
over again—just not this
month."
Theresa Woods, a senior from
Alexandria, raised the most
money in pledges, $280. Next
year's Super Dance will again be
24 hours, said Grant.
Ck.

* PIZZA

r\V_

entrtts

t

|

* Kill

RESTAURANT
104 HIGH STREET
392-5865

* SALAD!
* SUTFFID
POTATOCt

* SMOHETTt

THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN A1
THE LOWEST PRICES AROUND
AND NOW...

WE DELIVER!! 5 PM-11 PM
(SUNDAY thru THURSDAY)

Mo D»ttvfy Chary to Longwood Camput
REGULAR PIZZA
$3 JO ♦ SOt (m topping

New at Penni s
Tacos 9*

LARGE PIZZA
$5.00 ♦ 75« p*r lopping

MTV Stereo on Big Screen-Sunday. Monday, Tuesday &
Thursday — No Cover Charge
DJ on Wednesday, $1.00 Cover Charge
This Weekend: Live Rock-n-Roll with
the Band FALSE DMITRI

L. C. Baseballer hits the turf.

Lifting
Caroline Grassi, a Longwood
College junior from Earlysville,
tied for first place in the Virginia
Powerlifting State meet for
women.
The meet, held March 30-31
at George Mason University in
Fairfax, was the first weightlifting
competition that Grassi had ever
entered. She bench pressed 175
pounds, squat lifted 280
pounds, and dead lifted 305
pounds, for a total of 760
pounds She tied for first place in
her weight class
Grassi, 21, is majoring in
physical education and is in the
fitness specialist program. A
former sports participant, she
began weightlifting nearly two
years ago, at the advice of her
brother. She plans to continue
competing.
Grassi, a day student, is a
graduate of Western Albemarle
High School
She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
H. Grassi, of Earlysville.

Golf
Competing in the Virginia
Intercollegiate Championships at
Hot Springs, Virginia, the
Lancer golf team had rounds of
342-339 for a 36-hole total of
681 Saturday and Sunday to
give Longwood a ninth place
finish out of 10 college division
teams competing.
Longwood, 19th out of 20
teams overall, was paced by
junior Punkaj Rishi who shot 8379-162. Rishi's second round 79
marked the first time this spring
that a Lancer golfer had broken
80.
Also competing for Longwood
were Kevin Hare 86-86-172,
Danny Hughes 87-86-173, Eric
Nelson 86-88-174 and Kevin
Brush 88-93-181.
This week the Lancers play at
the Chowan College Invitational
Thursday and at the Newport
News Apprentice Tournament
Friday.
Longwood
hosts
Washington & Lee and Bluefield
next Tuesday.

Men's Tennis
Ending a season of frustration,
Longwood's men's tennis team
notched its first win of the year
Friday afternoon, beating North
Carolina Wesleyan 7-2 on the
road.
Now 1-8, the Lancers have a
heavy schedule this week with
matches at Randolph-Macon
and Averett Monday and
Tuesday and home contests with
Roanoke and Hampden-Sydney
Wednesday and Thursday.
Saturday Newport News visits
and Sunday Ferrum comes to
call.
Winning singles matches for
Longwood Friday were Sean
Timmons, Bill Milby, Mark
Casstevens, Arjun Rishi and J.
D. Almond. Timmons and Milby
won No. 1 doubles while
Casstevens and Jeff Brooks won
at No. 3 doubles.
Also last week the Lancers
dropped an 8-1 decision at
Roanoke Tuesday and a 9-0 loss
at Newport News Thursday.
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IAA
Update
By Michael Harris
Longwood's Intramurals are
busy this week with both men's
and women's softball and tennis
doubles.
In the men's A League softball
tournament, 12 teams are
remaining. Four of those, Fever,
Draw the Line, Main Event, and
Keggars I are undefeated. The
B-League has nine teams left in
the competition with the
Heartbreakers,
Boinkers,
Wanted, and Keggers II.
Eleven team are still competing with Images, Slamma
Bammas, Totally Awesome, and
AST undefeated.
Men's tennis doubles has four
teams remaining. KidwellHalderman, who are undefeated
will play Hull-Black (who've lost
once) for the championship, in
Bracket No. 1. In Bracket No. 2
Young-Gemborowicz
(undefeated) will battle JimenezClark for the title. The winner of
each bracket will play for the
championship.
Frisbee golf starts action this
week.
A co-ed softball tournament
will be held on the weekend of 420, 21. Entry blanks and a
captains meeting will be held at
6:30 in the IAA rooms in
Lankford.
Applications are available in
Her Gym for anyone interested in
being an IAA supervisor next
year.

There's no
doubt you're going
to make it in
the real world,
but what
about your car?

Mills
Near
Perfect
Junior pitcher Scott Mills fired
a no-hitter at Bowie State last
Monday and turned in two
additional effective appearances
for the Longwood baseball team
last week.
For his showing, Mills has
been picked as Longwood
College Player of the Week for
the period April 5-12. Player of
the Week is chosen by the
Longwood Sports Information
Office.
Mills allowed no hits and
walked just one while shutting
out Bowie State Monday in a 150 Longwood victory. The
righthanded struck out six and
faced just 15 batters. He also
pitched effectively in losses to
Virginia Tech Wednesday and
King College Saturday.
Now 6-3 with an earned run
average of 3.49, Mills is already
the third winningest pitcher in
Longwood history with a career
record of 17-11. This season the
Hermitage
High
School
graduate leads Longwood in
wins (6), innings pitched (51.6),
appearances (11), complete
games (4) and strikeouts (38)

Ford and Lincoln-Mercury have
$400 for graduating seniors toward the
purchase of selected cars and trucks.
Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors.
Offers end August 15,1985. For more information call Ford College Graduate
Purchase Program Headquarters at 1-800-321-1536.

FORD • LINCOLN • MERCURY

&5rd
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Baseball Team Rolls
Longwood's 18th ranked
baseball team won five of eight
games last week to up its overall
record to 26-7 and this week the
Lancers will host Division I's
Virginia Commonwealth and
Radford.
VCU visits Lancer field for a
3:00 contest Wednesday afternoon while Radford will play a
twin bill in Farmville Thursday
starting at 1:00. Longwood visits
Maryland Baltimore County for
a pair of games Sunday and is
slated to host Hampden-Sydney
next Monday (April 22).
The Lancers split a twin bill
with NAIA power King College
Saturday, winning the opener 10 but falling in the nightcap 7-5.
Sunday afternoon in Ashland,
Randolph-Macon stunned the
Lancers with a 7-4 defeat, the
first time this season that
Longwood has lost two games in
a row.
The Jackets collected 13 hits
and got to Lancer pitcher Tony
Browning for five runs in the fifth
and two in the sixth. Jeff
Mayone went 3-4 with an RBI
and Marty Ford had two hits and
two RBI's to pace Longwood's
10-hit attack.
Sophomore pitcher Rob Furth
scattered seven hits and shut-out
King in the opening contest
Saturday afternoon. Ford drove
in Dennis Leftwick with the
winning run on a sacrifice fly in
the third inning.
In the nightcap five Lancer
errors helped King score three
unearned runs, wasting a fine
pitching performance by Scott
Mills who relieved starter Todd
Ashby.
Rohn, Mayone Join
Record Holders
Sophomores Jeff Rohm and
Jeff Mayone put their names in
the record-book last week.
Mayone clouted his eighth
homer of the season in a 10-8
loss at Virginia Tech Wednesday, giving him 17 career
homers in two years Mayone
bettered the record (16) set by
Ail-American John Sullivan last
season and tied by Mayone and
Allen Lawter.
Lawter, who has seven
homers, leads Longwood in
batting (.435), RBI's (44), walks
(26), putouts (155) and fielding
percentage (.983).
Rohm tied the record for
doubles in a season (15) held by
Sonny Bolton (1982) and Larry
Cromer (1979) The sophomore

catcher is hitting .406 with a
team high 41 hits and 34 RBI's.
Mayone, who is hrting .367, has
driven in 38 runs.
Lancer Notes
—Ford and Leftwich are
having quite a battle for the team
leadership in stolen bases. Ford,
who is hitting .367, leads the
Lancers in at-bats (106) and runs
(49). He has stolen 39 bases in
40 attempts. Leftwich is hitting
.360 with 39 steals in 43 attempts.
—Furth and freshman pitcher
Tony Beverley are having a
close contest for the lead in
earned run average. Furth (4-1)
has an ERA of 1.26 in 35.6
innings pitched, while Beverley
(3-1) is even better with a 1.25
ERA in 21.6 innings.
—Furth turned in the top
pitching of his career while
shutting out King Saturday. The
righthander walked just one and
struck out two. He pitched out of
several jams in the early innings,
but finished with a flourish
retiring the last six batters he
faced. King took an 18-5 record
back home to Bristol after
Saturday's split. It was Furth that
King had knocked out in a 10-4
win back on March 30.
—In other action last week the
Lancers swept Virginia State 8-2
and 12-6 Thursday behind
complete games from pitchers
Sam Hart and Dale Weaver.
Rohm had two homers on the
day. Virginia Tech used seven
unearned
runs
to
beat
Longwood 10-8 Wednesday in
Blacksburg. Scott Mills pitched a
five-inning no-hitter last Monday
in a 15-0 win over Bowie State
and Longwood won the second
game on a forfeit.

Softball Team In Trouble
Longwood's women's Softball
team, sparked by the play of M.
J. Campbell and Penny Gough
won two out of seven games in
the Liberty Baptist Tournament
Friday and Saturday to finish
third in the five-team event.
Now 11-10, the Lady Lancers
visit Ferrum Monday, UNCGreensboro Wednesday and
then return home to host Liberty
Baptist Thursday at 2:30 and
Mary Washington Saturday at
1:00 to wind up the regular
season. Longwood has not
played at home since March 28.
Campbell earned a spot on
the All-Tournament team with
her showing at the plate and on
the mound. The senior had
seven hits in 19 at-bats, five
runs-batted-in and a triple. In
addition, she hurled a threehitter in Longwood's 3-2 win

YOU CAN
SAVE YOUR
COUNTRY...

Campbell busts loose.

with 15. followed by Gough with
10 and Campbell with eight.

^ngs
dominion
For employment brochure,
call or write Kings Dominion,
Personnel Department, Box
166,
Doswell,
VA 23074,
phone: (804)876-5373. EOE.

Now Accepting Applications for
Summer and Weekend Job Opportunities
park Open Weekends Beginning March 30, 1985
and Daily May 30, 1985

...AND WIN A
$10,000
SCHOLARSHIP!

Starting a career is tough
enough without having to
struggle with a wounded
economy It's important that our
decision makers know how you
feel about the deficit — to get
them to act now Enter the "You
Can Save Your Country' National
Essay Contest and we'll make
sure that the President and
Congress get a copy of your
essay PLUS, you can win a
S 10.000 scholarship, or one of
three 1 $2,500 scholarships But
hurry Entries must be received
by April 29, 1985
Contact your Student
Government Office'for contest
details or write

THJNK

«k. >

ATTENTION STUDENTS:

Federal deficit spending
endangers your future Today's
low inflation and falling interest
rates are only temporary The
effects of our growing deficit
have been masked, not resolved

Mills has Bowie's number.

over Charleston Saturday.
Gough also had a strong
tournament with seven hits in 15
at-bats, two RBI's and three
doubles.
In Friday action, Longwood
fell to LBC 2-0, to Davis &
Elkins 6-5 in sudden death and
to Charleston 1-0 before
bouncing back to beat West
Georgia 8-4. Campbell had two
hits and an RBI and freshman
Tina Roberts went 2-3 with a
run-batted-in in the victory.
Saturday, Longwood beat
Charleston 3-2 to start the day,
but fell to Davis & Elkins 7-5 and
to Charleston 7-2.
Gough and Roberts are
Longwood's top hitters currently
with batting averages of .333.
Campbell is hitting .283 and
Bobi Shuler is next at .250.
Shuler is the team leader in RBI's

k

©

the INSTITUTI of
financial education

DID YOU KNOW THAT KINGS DOMINION PROVIDES...
• An opportunity to gain valuable job experience
• Excellent job skills training
• Opportunities for advancement and promotion to supervisory
positions
• A quality working environment
• School credit for internships
• A competitive wage
PAY INFORMATION
PAY RATES PER HOUR
Food Service. Merchandise, Games,
Rides, and Admissions Supervisors
$4.2 5-$5. 2 5
Office and Clerical
$3.60-$4.50
Maintenance Helpers
$4.25-$4.40
Grounds /Landscapes
$4.30
Night Cleanup
$4.25
Cash Control
$4.10-$4.25
Manager Trainees
$4.05-$4.20
Warehouse Employees
$4.10
Cashier/Line Supervisors
$4.05
Switchboard Communications Operators
and Security Officers
$4.00
Guest Service Employees
$3.90
Marketing Researchers
$3.65
Food Service Employees
$350 + 20c
end of season bonus
Merchandise. Games, Rides, Area Hosts and
Hostesses, Admissions, and Zoology Employees .. $3.50
Pay rates subject to change

111 EAST WACKER DBlVf
CHICAGO ILLINOIS «MO<

Interviews are held at Kings Dominion Personnel Office
Monday through Friday 2 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m.-12 noon

